
Using Social 
Media safely 
and legally

A guide for teachers, support staff 
and parents.



The purpose of this presentation is to familiarise you with some of the popular 
sites being used by young people, to identify how and when they may be at risk and 

to help you to support them to use social media safely and legally

How many apps can you name above?



What do young people use social media for?

• Chat privately - 1-1 and in groups (WhatsApp, Messenger, Snapchat)

• Take photos and videos and share them with their friends (TikTok, SnapChat, Instagram)

• Play games alone or with others (Xbox Live, PS4, Roblox, Minecraft, Among Us, Fortnite)

• Follow other people including celebrities (Instagram, YouTube, Tik Tok)

• Learn cool stuff like how to do makeup or make something (TikTok, YouTube, Instagram)

• See each other's locations (SnapChat, 'Find My' for iPhone, Messenger)

Most of the apps young people like to access have similar features or ways they can be used.

Apps may change according to popularity, but they usually share certain themes.



What are parents' concerns?

In a recent survey, 1,862 parents of (UK) under-17s were asked how they felt about 
their child using social media.

The survey asked parents to rank their biggest fears. The results are as follows: 

• Predators /sexual exploitation

• Explicit content

• Cyberbullying

• Dangerous viral challenges

• Dangerous propaganda

• Virtual coin payment

• Tik Tok concerned parents most with 84% concerned about their child’s habits on the platform. 

• 92% of parents believed that TikTok needs to do more to make the app safer for children, and only 
33% believed their child is safe using the platform.

• Other apps that worry parents include Instagram (81%), YouTube (55%) and Snapchat (54%).



Tik Tok (used to be musical.ly)

• Make short videos (15 – 60 secs) using different tools, filters and musical overlays. Change 
clothes with the wave of a hand, do a dance that’s trending worldwide or edit things together 
in a funny way. Watch videos on everything from dancing, hair, beauty, baking and challenges.

• Share videos with friends (safest), followers or worldwide depending on your settings and 
depending on who is following you. Some users have millions of followers.

• See videos made by others (including strangers and celebrities) on the home screen. This can 
be changed to select popular subjects and who you are following.

• TikTok has as a digital wellbeing element (which is password protected) which alerts users 
who have been on the app for more than 2 hours. You can also turn on ‘restricted mode’ to 
filter out inappropriate content.

• Once the app is downloaded users can see video content straight away, which could include inappropriate 
content. They are not able to post, like or share anything until they’ve set up an account on the app however.

• Tik Tok includes live streaming
• No direct messaging under 16 (although age is input by the user)
• It is important to ensure that the account is set to 'private' in Settings

Young people should be asked if they know how to filter videos and set their account to private



• Photo and video sharing app. Take a picture/video using the app or import one from your phone. Apply 
filters and other tools to customise it. Share with your followers or individuals, who can then add 
comments.

• Has a ‘story’ feature - photos and videos can be posted and will stay viewable for 24 hours before 
disappearing. Users are told if someone takes a screenshot of their story.

Instagram

• Features Go Live where users can live stream their videos in real time.
• Has been criticised for content relating to self harm. The suicide of teenager Molly Russell highlighted 

concerns not just for Instagram, but other sites too.
• Concerns have been raised over the 'Pressure To Be Perfect' culture as the filters can eradicate 

perceived flaws and lead to users publishing only 'perfect' pictures of themselves.
• Includes private messaging – users can talk to each other privately. These messages can be deleted

Ask a young person if they can enable the 'Restrict' feature. (Swipe left on a comment to pick who can see or 
make comments or hide comments altogether. Useful when wishing to hide bullying and unpleasant comments 
or restrict certain people)



WhatsApp

• Popular with teens for talking to each other via messages.

• Can only be used with a mobile number – a phone is required. Needs internet.

• Can be used to send private messages, photos, and make video and voice calls (internet required).

• Up to 256 people can be in a group chat and up to 8 people can take part in video or voice calls.

• You can leave a group chat at any time

• Strangers can be added to group chats without permission of others. Younger users might feel 
uncomfortable especially if they don’t like/know the people being added.

• All users' phone numbers are visible to other users in a group chat, whether they know them or not.

• Unlike most other apps, WhatsApp does not ask users their age when they join, nor does it cross-
reference their Facebook or Instagram accounts to find out (they are all owned by Face Book).

• Has been linked to bullying, but is no more prevalent than other sites that allow private messaging

Young people should be asked if they know how to leave a group chat



Snap Chat
• Take photos and record videos that can then be sent to friends via private message. These then disappear 

after a set time. Private messaging can also be used for chat.

• Pictures can also be added onto a 'story', which is there for 24 hours for selected people to see, before it 
disappears.

• Snapchat videos used to be capped at ten seconds in length, but the introduction of the Multi-Snap feature 
makes it possible to record one longer video, up to a minute long (once the message has been seen, it still 
disappears)

• Snapchat has made popular the sending of ‘streaks’ with users being rewarded with special emojis for 
keeping up long streaks of consecutive photo messaging between friends.

• Users can be overconfident in the temporary nature of pictures and it has been linked with the sending of 
'nudes'. There is no way to retrieve images sent.

• The location feature is popular to find friends when out and about, but should be disabled when not required

Young people should be asked if they know how to set 'Ghost Mode' to hide their location if necessary



Online Gaming

• Minecraft, Roblox, XBox, PS4, Fortnite, Among Us - to name just a few.

• To play with other people requires internet access whether on a gaming console or mobile phone.

• Some games like Roblox have settings to block out bad language but this is only applied when the user age is entered as 
under 13 yrs.

• You do not know if you are playing with an older person or someone is faking their details unless you can see them.

• Children trust that the other people are friendly, will treat them with courtesy and play fairly. This is very often not the 
case and it is important to discuss things like this with them before playing. Minecraft is known for 
'Griefing' (the deliberate destruction of others' Minecraft property) and it can be seen as a form of bullying

• Commonly a place for bad language and aggressive conversation with older player. Parents should oversee use, 
especially with little ones.

Young children should be overseen when playing games to ensure they are not engaging with strangers or being exposed to 
mature content. They should know to report anything that makes them uncomfortable & to adjust settings.



Supporting young people when using social media

Bullying – no site poses a bigger risk than another. Bullying can take place in private and group chats, in 
response to photos and can be seen in trolling (typically seen with celebrities). It can have a detrimental 
effect on mental health and leave young people feeling they cannot escape.

• Tell young people that bullying is not 'just a part of social media'. It is unacceptable, should not be tolerated and 
should be reported.

• Encourage young people to leave conversations that involve hateful comments. This may prevent escalation 
into something much more serious and avoid them becoming a part of something by association.

• Encourage them to look out for each other – there are more good users of social media than bad and so they can be 
confident that they are in the majority.

• Teaching some resilience can be helpful – no one should suffer abuse or be exposed to anything they do not wish to 
see, but it can help teach them how better to cope with some of the things they may come across.

• Use this video for younger users who may be unsure how to deal with bullying and hurtful comments.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rad6tExrePA


'Sexting' or sending indecent images ('Nudes')
Some young people say that taking and sending nude images makes them feel more confident about themselves and 
about their bodies and can be a way to explore new relationships with others (Childnet.com).Sometimes however, 
people send nudes without the permission of the original sender, maybe for a joke, a dare or because they think it’s 
cool. This can make people feel betrayed, embarrassed, upset and disrespected, which is never okay.

What is the law?

It is against the law to create, have or distribute an indecent image of a child. This means that if a 15yr old sends a nude 
to another 15yr old, they are both technically committing offences, even if they both consent.

Advice for young people

• No one (even someone you like) should pressure you to send nudes. It is a form of sexual harassment or even 
exploitation and it is not okay. Speak to an adult for support. If an adult is asking you, it could be a serious offence 
and it should also be reported.

• If you see nudes being shared, don’t join in. Report the images instead and if you can, make sure the person shown in 
them gets support.

• If your nude gets leaked online, stay calm and speak to an adult you trust for support. They can help you.

• Remember that even as part of a healthy, consensual relationship, sending nudes when under 18 year old is breaking 
the law.

This video might be useful for children 11 yrs and over

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9apL7yIbhrA


Social media, Echo chambers and Filter bubbles 

Echo chamber – created when information is repeated again and again until that version is believed to be true (often in an 
exaggerated or distorted form). Social media platforms make a note of everything we like and share and use this data to feed more 
of the same thing back to us, reinforcing our opinions.

Filter bubble – the world created when we have been exposed to echo chambers and we are in our own bubble of belief and 
opinion.

Young people can be influenced by many things they see online from gossip between friends to global affairs. It is important to be 
aware of the impact echo chambers can have when supporting them in their social media use, and to help them separate fact from 
fiction or 'Fake news'.

How can we help them?

• Tell young people to think about what they are sharing. Stories and gossip can spread fast (especially to people who share an 
echo chamber) and might not actually be true. In some cases they can be harmful or be a form of bullying.

• Encourage them to seek out different views – perhaps even follow a page or a person that has different views to them, so they 
have access to both sides of an opinion.

• Get them to explore stories further before reposting - just because something is viral does not mean it is true. Look at different 
sources.

• Look out for signs that young people are being exposed to extreme views or radicalisation. These could include increased 
secrecy, anger, isolation or the expressing of new ideas. Encourage young people to talk to a trusted adult if they have concerns 
about a friend.



If you want 
to know 
more....

There are lots of resources and sites that can give you more information, but here 
are a few you may find helpful:

https://www.net-aware.org.uk/

Part of the NSPCC. Enter the name of a social media site or game and it will give 
you more information to help you support young people using them.

Internetmatters.org

In partnership with BT. From age-specific online safety checklists to guides on how 
to set parental controls on a range of devices, you’ll find a host of practical tips to 
help children get the most out of their digital world.

NSPCC-sexting

Advice to help you understand the risks and support a young person if they've 
been sending, sharing or receiving nude images.

If you would like to discuss anything you have read or would like further 
information about this or any other community safety matter, please contact 
Judith Davis on 01670 623829 or by email at judith.davis@northumberland.gov.uk

https://www.net-aware.org.uk/
http://internetmatters.org
https://www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/online-safety/sexting-sending-nudes/

